The sharpening of cochlear frequency selectivity in the normal and abnormal cochlea.
In the normal (anaesthetized) animal cochlea, the frequency threshold curves for single primary fibres are up to an order of magnitude sharper than the analogous function derived from various reported measurements of the basilar membrane amplitude of vibration. This enhanced neural frequency selectivity is found in the same species and under conditions similar to those in which the mechanical measurements are taken. The sharpening process (at least near threshold) appears to be linear and is not dependent upon lateral inhibitory mechanisms. The variability of the neural frequency selectivity and its vulnerability to metabolic, chemical and pathological influences suggests the hypothesis that the sharpening is due to some form of "second filter" subsequent to the relatively broadly tuned basilar membrane. All fibres recorded from in the cochlear nerve in the normal cochlea show this enhanced frequency selectivity; in contrast, in pathological cochleas, all fibres, or a substantial proportion, have high-threshold, broadly tuned characteristics, approximating to those of the basilar membrane. The frequency selectivity of normal cochlear fibres is adequate to account for the analogous psychophysical measures of hearing. It is proposed that loss of this normal frequency selectivity occurs in deafness of cochlear origin, accounting for widening of the critical band. A new hypothesis for recruitment is proposed on this basis.